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Introduction
Primavera P6 is ABC Construction’s standard scheduling software application and is the plan of record 
scheduling software for the company. Primavera P6 is a scheduling program that applies the Critical Path 
Method algorithm to activities to determine the ideal start and finish dates for each activity and the project as 
a whole. When using P6, rather than setting start/finish dates for activities, the program will calculate these 
dates for you. This will be discussed in further detail in the Critical Path Method section of this guide.

The program must be installed on each user’s computer and provides access to a shared database. This
guide provides a basic understanding for the use of P6.

Opening P6

To start Primavera P6, click on the P6 Professional icon on your desktop. If there is no icon, press the Start 
button at the bottom left of your task bar screen, select All Programs, find the Oracle – Primavera P6 folder 
and double click on the P6 Professional icon.

Enter in your Login Name and Password. Login Name and password are assigned by ABC Construction’s IT 
Department. If you are unsure of your Login Name or need to reset your password, contact the TPM team. 
The Database field can be expanded by selecting the triangle next to it, or using the drop down menu 
(depending on the version of P6 you’re using). Select Development from the drop down. access to projects 
and capabilities within the program will be determined by the TPM team.

Interface Overview

At the top of the P6 interface is the Title Bar, showing “Primavera P6 Professional (Version): (Project 
ID/Project Name). If no project is open, the Title Bar will state: (No current project).

Below the Title Bar is the Menu Bar, which features a series of drop down menus. These menus feature all tools 
and pages that can be opened within the program. Tools from these menus will be available on the tool bars 
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The last screen is a congratulatory message indicating that the project has successfully been created. Select 
Finish to exit the new project wizard. The project will be added to the Sandbox grouping band on the Projects 
screen, and the Activities screen will automatically open.

Layouts
Before moving forward with the project, you may need to adjust the layout. Layouts adjust how the 
schedule looks on the screen and how it is scheduled. The layout determines which columns appear, how the 
activities are grouped, and how the Gantt Chart displays. The layout doesn’t change any of the scheduled 
dates, just the way the schedule looks. There are several global layouts that are available to everyone, such as: 
2 Week Lookahead and Group by Status. Filters that are 
applied to a layout are saved with the layout. You can also 
create your own custom layouts.

To switch from one layout to another, select View > Layout > 
Open Layout. A message will pop up asking if you would like 
to save the changes to your layout. Always answer No, unless 
you are certain you want to change the layout that you 
currently have open.

To apply a new layout to the screen, select a layout from the list and select Open.

You can create your own personal layout by making the needed layout adjustments and saving them as a 
layout. All of the options available to adjust the layout configuration can be found under the View menu. 
When creating a new layout, you will often want to adjust the following items:

Columns
To adjust the columns within the layout, select View > Columns. The Columns window will display two 
sections - Available Options and 
Selected Options. Available Options 
will display all columns that can be 
added, while Selected Options 
will display the already added 
columns. Use the left and right facing 
arrows to move selected columns 
from one section to the other. You can 
also quickly find needed 
columns by selecting Ctrl + F, which 
will open the Find tool. 

Once the needed columns are added, 
select OK.
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Adjusting Activity Details
Additional activity details can be adjusted in the details section or in the columns in the table. From the 
General tab of the details section, you can adjust the Activity Name and ID, Type, and Calendar. Within the 
Activity Name field, make sure that you replace the “Tool Name” text with the tool being described. 

To adjust the calendar, select the three dots next to the Activity Calendar field. In the Activity Calendar 
window, you can switch from Global calendars to Project Calendars by selecting the Display drop down. With a 
calendar selected, press the green plus button to assign it to the activity.

Another field that will be important to adjust is the Planned Duration, which will mark how long the 
activity will take. Planned Duration can be adjusted in the Status tab of the details section.

From the Details section, you can also perform status updates (Status tab), add logic (Relationships tab), and 
add Notebook topics (Notebook tab), all of which will be covered later in this manual.

Understanding Calendars
The calendar you assign to an activity will determine when the activity will be performed. For example, if you 
apply a 5-Day Workweek calendar to an activity, that activity 
can only be worked on from Monday-Friday. If you select a 
7x24 calendar, the activity can be worked on 24 hours per day, 
7 days per week. Calendars can also account for holidays, and 
whether or not work will be performed on that date. The 
calendar chosen will affect the start and finish dates for the 
activity, along with the activity’s duration. Be careful when 
assigning a new calendar after adjusting the activity’s planned 
duration, as the calendar may change the duration 
automatically. Planned durations can always be set back 
manually after assigning the calendar.

Logic & Relationships
To determine the logical execution of activities within the project, you will need to tie them together with 
relationships. A relationship defines how an activity relates to another activity. Relationships between 
activities create a logical path through your schedule from the first activity to the last activity. These 
relationships are used together with activity durations to determine schedule 
dates. An activity can have as many relationships as necessary to model the work 
that must be done. Activity relationships are assigned to an activity as 
predecessors (before the activity) or successors (after the activity). In general, 
each activity in the schedule should have at least one successor and at least one 
predecessor - with the exceptions being the first activity (which should only have 
a successor) and the last activity (which will only have a predecessor). 

Relationships can be tracked in the Relationships tab of the Activity details 
section. To assign an activity either a predecessor or a successor, you will use 
this tab. The Relationships tab is divided into two sides - one for Predecessors 
and one for Successors. Select the activity in the table that you want to assign a relationship to and select the 
Assign button under either the Predecessors or Successors section.
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This will open up the assignment window, where you can select the activity to assign as either a predecessor or 
successor. Select an activity and press the green plus button to assign it to the selected activity from the table. 
The relationship assignment windows will stay open after assigning and can be used to assign additional 
relationships to the selected activity. You can also select other activities in the table and use the same open 
assignment window to assign relationships to those activities as well.

With a relationship assigned, it can be viewed from the 
Relationships tab. To remove an activity relationship, 
select the predecessor/successor activity from the details 
section and select Remove.

Activity relationships will also display on the Gantt Chart 
by arrows connecting one activity bar to another.

From the Relationships tab, you can also adjust the 
Relationship Type and Lag value for the relationship tie.

Relationship Types
There are four relationship types to choose from, allowing you to choose how the 
activities are tied together - and whether they can be performed simultaneously or 
sequentially. To adjust the Relationship Type, select the associated drop down menu 
from the Relationships tab and select one of the following:

● FS: This stands for Finish to Start and indicates that the completion of the predecessor activity will 
drive the start of the successor activity. This is the most commonly used activity type. This indicates 
the relationship is sequential - when one activity ends, the next begins.

● SS: This stands for Start to Start and indicates that the start of the predecessor activity will drive the 
start of the successor activity. This allows both activities to start at the same time and be worked on 
simultaneously.

● FF: This stands Finish to Finish and indicates that the completion of the predecessor activity drives the 
completion of the successor activity. This type allows both activities to be worked on simultaneously 
and be completed on the same date.

● SF: This stands for Start to Finish and indicates that the start of the predecessor activity drives the 
completion of the successor activity. This is a very uncommon relationship and is rarely used.

Lag
In the Relationships tab, you can also apply a lag value. Lag is a waiting period that can be added between two 
activities in a relationship. For example, if you have two activities tied together with a FS relationship type and 
5 days of lag, the successor activity would start 5 days after the predecessor activity is completed. It’s a 
scheduling best practice to only have lag on 5% of activity relationships - it should not be relied on too heavily.
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